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moraine in harmony with summer ogive troughs (where diffuse surficial debris lowers the differential 
ablation ratio below I ) can be explained by mass movement of moraine sediments over the flanks of the 
ice core into such areas. Clearly, moraine form is an ambiguous indicator of moraine dynamics. 
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SIR, Morphology and development of medial moraines: 
reply to further comments by N. Eyles 

We are grateful to N. Eyles for his further comments. We would like to add two minor points only. 
Fil·st, our experience of medial moraines in the Valais suggests that lateral compression is not an im
portant factor here; instead, all moraines become progressively wider down-glacier, mainly as a result 
of lateral debris sliding. Sometimes this widening is most pronounced very close to the glacier snout 
(though this is not so, of course, on the Glacier de Tsidjiore Nouve), where- as Mr Eyles rightly suggests 
- subglacial debris components may be added to the moraine, increasing differential ablation, heighten
ing the moraine ridge and accelerating lateral debris sliding. Secondly, we are especially interested in 
Mr Eyles's comment on the immature beading of the Austerdalsbre moraine, which he explains in 
terms of mass movement of moraine sediments into summer ogive troughs. This mechanism, which 
seems a highly probable one, would clarify the problem of explaining the apparent concentration of 
englacial debris in summer ogives, when in our view the source of the debris is most likely to be w ell 
above the ice fall on which the summer ogive is supposed to have developed . 
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